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Abstract

Dr Kalaca will talk about learning pathways of blended learning in digital learning ecosystems. He wishes the session would inspire participants about how local authorities may use these ecosystems in developing policies for the public in an open and collaborative way.

The traditional model of requirements analysis focuses on functions (input, processing, output) and generally does not offer an integrated vision suitable to the profile and context of today’s people/learners, and to today’s collaboration paradigms.

And, what are today’s learning paradigms like? Here a brief summary: Learning happens by doing, by interacting with learning objects; learning happens by making, by constructing and building projects; learning occurs when you interact with others; the learner needs to be in the position of an author; the learner needs to be the protagonist and needs to have an active role in the learning process; learning does not only occur in schools and in classrooms, but it occurs in formal and informal spaces.

So it is a high time to talk about the Digital Learning Ecosystems and try to convince you that, today, learning tools need to be conceived as biological beings integrated in digital ecosystems.
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